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All We Got Is Rebel Songs
Goldblade

Great track by a great band.
May not be exact, but shouldn t be far off. Comments and corrections invited

Riff             E: -5-5-7-P5-8-P5-7-P5-  (P = pull off) 

Intro
riff X6, E5 D5 C#5 C5  
riff X2, E5 D5 C#5 C5

Verse 1 
riff X2                                   E5     D5     C#5    C5 
Danger danger you d better call the cops. All we got is rebel songs
riff X2                                       E5     D5     C#5    C5 
Same three chords that are never gonna stop.  All we got is rebel songs
riff X2                                        E5     D5     C#5    C5 
We need righteous music to punctuate the din.  All we got is rebel songs
riff X2                                 E5     D5     C#5    C5 
We need something loud to make us sing. All we got is rebel songs 
  
Chorus 
F#5                                     D5
The more you know, the less you need.  The more you own, the less you see
E5                                    C#5
The more you want, the less you have. All we got is rebel songs 
 
riff X2, E5 D5 C#5 C5  
riff X2, E5 D5 C#5 C5
 
Verse 2
riff X2                      E5      D5      C#5     C5 
In a world of plastic trash. All we got is rebel songs 
riff X2                                 E5     D5     C#5    C5 
Of cheap, cheap stuff and petty flash.  All we got is rebel songs
riff X2                                   E5     D5     C#5    C5  
I was living too fast in an endless rush. All we got is rebel songs 
riff X2                                  E5     D5     C#5    C5 
My brain was turning to a chemical mush. All we got is rebel songs

Chorus 
F#5                                     D5
The more you know, the less you need.  The more you own, the less you see
E5                                    C#5
The more you want, the less you have. All we got is rebel songs

Solo A
 
Bridge



A5                             C5
Rebel rebel rebel rebel songs, rebel rebel rebel rebel songs
A5                             C5
Rebel rebel rebel rebel songs, rebel rebel rebel rebel songs
A5                             C5
Rebel rebel rebel rebel songs, rebel rebel rebel rebel songs
A5                             C5
Rebel rebel rebel rebel songs, rebel rebel rebel rebel songs
 
Chorus 
F#5                                     D5
The more you know, the less you need.  The more you own, the less you see
E5                                    C#5
The more you want, the less you have. All we got is rebel songs

Chorus 
F#5                                     D5
The more you know, the less you need.  The more you own, the less you see
E5                                    C#5
The more you want, the less you have. Rebel! Rebel! Rebel!

Outro
riff X4 End on B


